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treasure of gold, recall to Ollr mind the monstrous deities of Polynesian
mythology, Pele and Lono, or that demi-porcine god Kamapuaa,
whose mighty hoof scored c11a1mels for torrents in the walls of a deep
yalley from which, after he had devastated it, he sprang away and
escaped at a single bound. With such crude material, in the increasing
stringency of poetic competition, Mr. Morris found himself occupied;
and how has he dealt with it, how has he rehabilitated it for English
is, in a word, the contemporary English method
to recast it, namely, in the forms of modern
or criticism, this

texts, as
VolslII~~a

Morris. These works, among others of the same class, have been made
accessible to the English public since 1842; but for the further effort
to popularize this literature by poetic treatll1ent, we arc mainly indebted
to the abounding labors of Mr. Morris.
To make the EdLlas interesting is no easy task, if it be sought to
preserve the spirit of the NortllCrn myths in accomplishing it. For us
the world of Scandinavian tradition is more archaic; it is separated
fr0111 us by a wider interval in development than arc the remains of
Grecian or Indian antiquity, though in time it is a thousand years
nearer to ns than they; and being thus remoter from modern sym
pathies, it affords less plastic material for the poet, though for the
scholar it has value and interest of the first order. Like the savagery
of certain low races, it represents
survival of ruder stages in man's
development than arc to be found in the oldest records of the more
favored races; it abounds in valuable data for study, but is somewhat
deficient in available noetic h'>rf'lr>< and for this rca son th .. world

•
not as
transfuse it with modern thought and emotion,-that is
that is now 'in the air,' as the French say, among Mr. Morris's fellow
artists; and it is the main source of the interest which Mr. Morris has
given to his own work, as well as the source of its weakness.
Now we need hardly remark that this method is essentially falsify
ing, nor shall we have to seek tlr in the present poem for illustrative
instances. Take, for instance, this passage in the second book, an apos
trophe put into Brynhild' s mouth:
All hail, ye Lords of God-homc, and yc QUCCIIS of the Ilousc of Gold!
Hail thou dear Earth that bean::,t, and thou W calth of field and gold!
Give us,
noble childrcn, the glory of wisdom and speech,
and the hands ofhe;1iing, alld the mouths and hands that teach.
And the
rpt~rp,<pl1t<

no possible sentiment of the medireval North; nor
the 'Niblung Maiden,' in the third book:

She murmured words of loving as his kind lips cherished her breast,
And the world waxed naught but lovely and a place of infinite rest.

l11collerent 111 IOrm; mey carry us back to a
gloomy current of ideas, to characters and actions completely
alien. For modern poetic treatment, therefore, those characters and
actions require an elaborate rehabilitation at the hands of the artist.
This is what Mr. Morris has given us in S(l?lIrd the VolsllIIg; he
has retold, in the modern temper, the story of the Fafnismal and the
Prose Edda, a part of the story which is elaborated in the NibcftmgCIl
lied. What it is in the original we need not retell; the wranglings of
those preternatural beings in battle, in lust, or in the search for the

Hcre we are in the full current of the ninetecnth century; its sclf
consciousness, its love of nature, its aspirations, its affectations, its
pathetic fallacies, all are in these passages; they even express the tone
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docs this. taken from the same book:
saw their crowned children and the kindred of the
in the world arising, and the day of better
All the earthly exaltation, till their pomp oElifc should be
And soft on the bosom of God their love should be laid at

~
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of its popular religious sentiment. In tllese passages we are
as it is yet possible to be; they
quite as far from the time of the
have nothing ill common with the sentiment of the time which they
aim to describe.
is abundance of passages more truly imagined
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attentIon
, 'glaive,'
yet in the main the diction is
the
we have to find some fault,
a defICiency in rapidity aud directness. In a narrative poem of tell
thousand lines, based upon a plot that, as we have intimated, left much
to be desired in respect of unity, there was need to accent strongly the
linking points of the story, to mark its articulations, so to speak, with
esp(~cial distinctness. In doing this Mr. Morris has not perfectly suc
ceeded, and in consequence Sigurd, as a story, reads a little heavily. The
interest of the poem depends in considerable part upon individual
passages,-in this respect illustrating again the modern English taste
in poetry,-and failing somewhat in the total impression, the
i1.gXl"[fxw'Via of which the ancients thought so much more than we
think, and perhaps not erroneously. The metre that Mr. Morrishas chosen
is an alliterative line of six accents, with a foot generally trisyllabic;
in his hands it is flexible and musical, though it docs not escape
monotony, Whether as to melody, form, or sentiment,
the dangers
must
Sig~"d abounds in beautiful
the examples we
and guotable lines,
in healthfulness of tone is a distinct advance
Mr. Morris's previous poems; but much is still wanting to it in
beauty; and yet it is
lloglle in sentiment to insure ;1
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beauty,
_
significant by virtlle
its subject to all who have a trace of Scan
dinavia in their speech and lineage, arises upon the world of letters
with all the familiar mystcry of a new day. S(t;urd, the Volsllll,~. is the
second great English
of our gcneration (lct us pause and rcflcct
how rich we arc), and it ranks aftcr TCllnyson's 'Arthuriad' in order of
timc only. It fully eCluals that monumcntal work in the force and
pathos of thc story told, while it surpasses it in unity and continuity of
interest, and may fairly divide with tbe Myls 4 tilL" Kill,,! the suffrages
of the rcading world on the question of poetical form.
The story of Sigurd is founded upon, :\Ild ilJdeed closely follows,
the volsll/l.~a saga, the lccLmdic prosc forl11 of the NicbelllllgclI Lied.
I t is a subject which has long haunted Mr. Morris's imagination. In
1870 hc publishcd in conncction with Eirikr Magnusson, translator of
the Legends ofIccland, a literal prosc version of the saga, accompanied
by metrical versions of some of the lays of the clder Edda on which
that in its turn is supposed to have been founded some time in thc
century. In his brief prefacc to this prose translation,
of the Vii!5II11S!CI SL1J'a as 'the most complete :md
... that story
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